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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 
 
 
A complex multidimensional structure like face needs good computing techniques for 
recognition. In this thesis face recognition is done by Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and 
by Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT). Face images are projected onto a face space that encodes 
best variation among known face images. The face space is defined by eigenface which are 
eigenvectors of the set of faces. In the DCT approach we transform the image into the frequency 
domain and extract the feature from it. For feature extraction we use two approach.. In the 1st 
approach we take the DCT of the whole image and extract the feature from it. In the 2nd 
approach we divide the image into sub-images and take DCT of each of them and then extract 
the feature vector from them. 
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CHAPTER 1 
Introduction 
1.1Biometrics 
Biometrics is used in the process of authentication of a person by verifying or identifying that a 
user requesting a network resource is who he, she, or it claims to be, and vice versa. It uses the 
property that a human trait associated with a person itself like structure of _nger, face details etc. 
By comparing the existing data with the incoming data we can verify the identity of a particular 
person . There are many types of biometric system like fingerprint recognition, face detection 
and recognition, iris recognition etc., these traits are used for human   identification in 
surveillance system, criminal identification. Advantages of using these traits for identification 
are that they cannot be forgotten or lost. These are unique features of a human being which is 
being used widely. 
1.2Face Recognition 
Face is a complex multidimensional structure and needs good computing techniques for 
recognition. The face is our primary and _rst focus of attention in social life playing an important 
role in identity of individual. We can recognize a number of faces learned throughout our 
lifespan and identify that faces at a glance even after years. There may be variations in faces due 
to aging and distractionslike beard, glasses or change of hairstyles. Face recognition is an 
integral part of biometrics. In biometrics basic traits of human is matched to the existing data and 
  
depending on result of matching identification of a human being is traced. Facial features are 
extracted and implemented through algorithms which are eficient and some modifications are 
done to improve the existing algorithm models. 
Computers that detect and recognize faces could be applied to a wide variety of practical 
applications including criminal identification, security systems, identity verification etc. Face 
detection and recognition is used in many places nowadays, in websites hosting images and 
social networking sites. Face recognition and detection can be achieved using technologies 
related to computer science. Features extracted from a face are processed and compared with 
similarly processed faces present in the database. If a face is recognized it is known or 
the system may show a similar face existing in database else it is unknown. In surveillance 
system if a unknown face appears more than one time then it is stored in database for further 
recognition. These steps are very useful in criminal identification. In general, face recognition 
techniques can be divided into two groups based on the face representation they use appearance-
based, which uses holistic texture features and is applied to either whole-face or specific regions 
in a face image and feature-based, which uses geometric facial features (mouth, eyes, brows, 
cheeks etc), and geometric relationships between them. 
FACE RECOGNITION SYSTEM STRUCTURE: 
   Face recognition is a term that includes several sub problems.There are different classifications 
of these problems in the bilography.Some of them will be explained on this section.Finally a 
general or unified classification will be proposed. 
A GENERIC FACE RECOGNITION SYSTEM: 
The input of a face recognition system is awlays an image or videostream. The output is an 
identification or verification of the subject or subjects that appear in the image or video. Some 
  
approaches define a face recognition system are three steps process. From this point of view,  the 
Face recognition and face detection and feature extraction phases could run simultaneously. 
         Face detection is defined as the process of extracting faces from scenes. So, the system 
postively identifies a certain image region as face. This proceduce has many appilication like 
face tracking, pose estimation or compression. The next step feature extraction involves 
obtaining relevant facial features from the data. These features could be certian face regions, 
variations, angles or measures which can be human relevant (eg. eyes spacing) or not. This phase 
has other appilcations like facial feature tracking or emotion recognition. Finally the system deos 
emotion recogniton the face in a identification task, the system would be report an identity from 
database.This phase involves a comprasion method, a classification algorithm and an accuracy 
measures.This phase use methods common to many other areas which also do some 
classification process sound engineering data mining at all. 
                  These phases can be merged or new ones could be added .Therefore, we could find 
many different engineering approaches to a face recognition problem. The face detection and 
recognition could be performed in tandem or proceed to an expreesion analysis before 
normalizing the face. 
 
1.3 FACE DETECTION: 
                                      Nowadays some application of face recognition don't require face 
detection. In some cases, face images stored in the data bases are already normalized. There is a 
standard image input format, so there u=is no need for a detection step. An example of this could 
be criminal data base. There the law enforcement agency stores faces of people with criminal 
report. If there is new subject and the police has his or her passport throughout, the face detection 
  
is not necessary. However, the conventional input image of computer vision system are not that 
suitable. They can contain many items or faces.in these cases face detection is mandatory. It's 
also unavoidable if we want to develop an automated face tracking system. For example video 
surveillance system try to include face detection as a part of the more ample face recognition 
problem. 
                                The face detection  must deal with several well known challenges. They are 
usually present in images captured in uncontrolled environments such as surveillance video 
systems. These challenges can be attributed to some factors. 
* Pose Variation: 
                           The ideal scenario for detection would be one in which only frontal images were 
involved. But, as stated this is very unlikely in general uncontrolled conditions. Morever, the 
performance of face detection algorithms drops severely when there are large pose variations.  
It's a major research issue variation can happen due to subjects movements or camera's angle's. 
* Feature Occlusion: 
                        The presence of elements like beards glasses or hats introduction high variability. 
Faces can also be partially covered by objects or other faces. 
* Feature expression: 
                        Facial expression features also very greatly because of different facial gestures. 
Imaging Conditions: Different cameras and ambiental conditions can affect the quality of an 
image, affecting the appearence of a face. 
                    
There are some problems closely related to  face detection besides features extraction and face 
classification.For instance,face location is simplified approach of  face detection.It's goal is to 
  
determine the location of a face in an image where there's only one face.We can differentiate 
between face recognition and face locations.Since the latter is a simplified problem of the former 
methods like locating head boundaries were first used on this scenario and the exported to more 
complicated problems.Fical feature detection concerns detecting and locating some revelant 
features such as nose,eyebrows,lips,ears,etc.. Some feature detection.There is much literature on 
this topic which is discussed later.Face tracking is other problem which sometimes is a 
consequence of  face detection. 
1.4 FACE DETECTION PROBLEM STRUCTURE:  
                                                       Face detection is a concept that includes many sub 
problems.Some system detect and locate faces at the same time, other first perform a detection 
routline and then, if positive, then try to locate the face.Then some tracking algorithms may be 
needed.detection  
                 Face detection  algorithms usually share common steps.Finally some data reduction is 
done, in order to achieve a admissible response time.Some pre-processing could also be done to 
adapt input image to the algorithm prerequisites.Then,some algorithms analize the image as it is, 
and some other try to extract certain revelant facial regions.The next phase usually involus 
extracting certain relevant facial features or measurements.This will then be weighted or 
compared to decide if there is a face and where is it.Finally some algorithms have a  learing 
roultine and they include new data to their models. 
 
 
 
  
 
CHAPTER 2 
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) 
 
 
Principal component analysis (PCA) was invented in 1901 by Karl Pearson. It is a linear 
transformation based on statistical technique. It is used to decrease the dimension of the data or 
to reduce the correlation between them. It is a way of identifying patterns present in data, and 
expressing the data in such a way that their similarities and differences are highlight. Since 
patterns present in data can be hard to find in data of high dimension, where it can not be 
represented graphically, PCA is a powerful tool for face detection which is multi-dimensional.  
 
The purpose of PCA is to reduce the large dimension of data space to a smaller intrinsic 
dimension of feature vector (independent variable), which are used to describe the data cost 
effectively. The first principal component is the linear combination of the original dimension 
along which the variance is maximum. The second principal component is the linear combination 
of the original dimension along which the variance is maximum and which is orthogonal to the 
first principal component. The n-th principal component is the linear combination with highest 
variance , subject to being orthogonal to n-1 principal component.   
2.1 PCA THEORY 
Principal component analysis in signal processing can be described as a transform of a given set 
of n input vectors each of length K formed in the n-dimensional vector  x = [x1, x2, ... ,xn]
T
 into a 
vector y according to  
  
Each row of x have K variables belonging to one input.  
mx  represents the mean or expectation of all input variables defined as: 
The matrix A in the above equation is derived from the covariance matrix Cx . Rows of the 
matrix A are the eigen vector of the covariance matrix arrange according to the decreasing order 
of their eigen value. 
The covariance matrix is given by: 
As  x is a n dimensional vector so Cx is a nXn  vector where each element is given by: 
Rows of A are orthogonal to each other. We choose the number of rows to be present in A, 
which is less than or equal to n, and represent the dimension to which we want to reduce y. 
2.2 PCA In Face Recognition: 
The images of the faces we have are in two dimension , let us say of size NXN. 
Our aim here is to find the Principal components (also known as Eigen Faces) which can 
represent the faces present in the training set in a lower dimensional space. 
For all our calculations we need the input data i.e. the faces  is a linear form so we map the  NXN  
image into a 1XN
2
 vector. Let every linear form of the image in our training set be represented 
by In. Let the total no. of faces in the training set be represented as M.  
 
Steps For Computation of the Principal components: 
• We compute the mean of all the faces vectors : 
• Next we subtract the mean from the image vector Ii. 
• We compute the covariance matrix C: 
 (N
2
XN
2
 matrix) 
Where    B = [K1  K2   K3   ……… KM ]
T
 (N
2
 X M matrix) 
  
• Our next step is to compute the eigen vector of the matrix C or BBT, let it be ui.   
But BB
T
 has a very large size and the computation of eigen vector for it is not practically 
possible.  
So instead we find the eigen vector for the matrix B
T
B, let vi be the eigen vectors. 
   B
T
Bvi = livi 
Relationship between vi and ui 
      B
T
Bvi = livi 
=> BB
T
Bvi = liAvi 
=> CBvi = liBvi 
=>Cui =liui  where ui = Bvi 
So BB
T
 and B
T
B have same eigen value and there eigen vector are related by ui = Bvi 
The M eigenvalues of B
T
B (along with their corresponding eigenvectors) correspond to 
the M largest eigenvalues of BB
T
 (along with their corresponding eigenvectors). 
 
• So now we have the M best eigen vector of C. From that we choose N1 best eigen vectors 
i.e. with largest eigen value. 
• The N1 eigen vector that we have chosen are used as basis to represent the faces. The 
eigen vectors should be normalised. The eigen vectors are also referred to as eigen faces 
because when it is transformed into a N X N matrix it appears as “ghostly faces” 
consisting features of all the training faces.   
 
 
 
  
Representing faces onto this basis: 
Each face (minus the mean) Ki  in the training set can be represented as a linear 
combination of N1 eigenvectors: 
wj is the projection of Kj on to the eigen vector uj 
So each normalized face Ki can be represented in form of the vector, 
Recognizing An Unknown Face: 
Given an unknown face image (centred and of the same size like the training faces) we follow 
these steps to recognise it: 
• We first convert it to the linear form , I 
• Then we normalise it by subtracting the mean from it 
K = I –mean 
• Next we project K on all the N1 eigen vectors to obtain the vector W 
W = [w1  w2  …..  wN1]
T 
 
               where  
• Now we find       er = minl ||W-W
l
|| 
Where  
• So er gives the minimum distance the given face has from another face belonging to the 
training set. And the given face belongs to that person to whom the face in the training set 
belongs.  
• If the value of er is greater than the threshold T1 but less then threshold T2 then we can 
say that it doesn’t belong to any one in the given training set. 
  
• If er is greater than threshold T2 we can say that the given image doesn’t belong to face 
space and hence is not the image of a face. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
CHAPTER 3 
Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) 
 
3.1 INTRODUCTION: 
                                A transform is a mathematical operation that when  applied to a signal that is 
being processed converts it into a different domain and then  can be again is converted back to 
the original domain by the use of inverse transform 
                                                 The transforms gives us  a set of coefficients from which we can  
restore the original samples of the signal. Some  mathematical transforms have the ability to 
generate decorrelated coefficients such that most of the signal energy is  concentrating in a 
reduced number of coefficients. 
                                                        The Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) also attempts to 
decorrelate the image data as other transforms. After decorrelation each transform coefficient can 
be encoded independently without losing compression efficiency. It expresses a finite sequence 
of data points in terms of a sum of cosine functions oscillating at different frequencies. The DCT 
coefficients reflect different  frequency component that are present in it. The first coefficient 
refers to the signal’s lowest frequency(DC component) and usually carries the majority of the 
relevant information from the original signal. The coefficients present at the end refer to the 
signal’s higher frequencies and these generally represent the finer detailed. The rest of the 
coefficients carry different information levels of the original signal. 
Definition: 
  
               Ahmed, Natarajan, and Rao (1974) first introduced the discrete cosine transform (DCT) 
in the early seventies. Ever since, the DCT has become very popular, and several versions have 
been proposed (Rao and Yip, 1990). 
                                                The DCT was categorized by Wang (1984) into four slightly 
different transformations named DCT-I, DCT-II, DCT-III, and DCT-IV.  
                             Here we are using only DCT-II and is referred to as DCT and DCT-III as 
inverse DCT henceforth. 
                          One dimensional DCT transform is defined as : 
                                  0≤ k ≤ N-1 
Where u(n) in the input sequence of length N and its DCT is v(k) and 
 (0) =  
 (k) =       1 ≤ k ≤ N-1 
The inverse discrete cosine transform permits us to obtain u (n) from v (k). It is defined by: 
    0 ≤ n ≤ N-1 
In 2 dimension the DCT  is defined as  
for u,v = 0,1,2,…,N −1 and α(u) and α(v) are defined above.  
Its inverse is given by: 
for x,y = 0,1,2,…,N −1. 
3.2 PCA IN DCT DOMAIN 
                              In  the pattern recognition letter by Weilong Chen, Meng Joo Er , Shiqian Wu 
it has been proved that we can apply the PCA directly on the coefficient of Discrete Cosine 
Transform. When PCA is applied on a orthogonally transformed version of the original data then 
the subspace projection obtained is same as compared to what is obtained by  PCA on the 
  
original data.  DCT and Block-DCT (it is the process of dividing the images into small blocks 
and then taking the DCT of each subimage) are also orthogonal transform, we can apply PCA on 
it without any reduction in the performance 
Basic Algorithm For Face Recognition 
 
 
Fig 3.1 Basic algorithm for face recognition 
 
 
  
 
The basic Recognition Algorithm is discussed below. Both normalization and recognition are 
involved in it. The system receives as input an image containing a face .The normalized (and 
cropped) face is obtained and then it can be compared with other faces in the  training set, under 
the same  normalised condition conditions like nominal size, orientation and position. This 
comparison is done by comparing the features extracted using the DCT. The basic idea here is to 
compute the DCT of the normalized face and retain a certain subset of the DCT coefficients as a 
feature vector describing this face.This feature vector contains the mostly low and mid frequency 
DCT coefficients, as these are the ones that have maximum information contain and  highest 
variance. 
The feature vector which we obtain is still a very large in dimension. From the above discussion 
we know that PCA can be used in DCT domain without any change in the principal component. 
So we use the technique of PCA discussed in the previous section for reducing the 
dimensionality of the feature vector. 
                          Once we have defined the face space with the help of Eigen vectors , then we 
can find the projection of the feature vectors in that space. The  projection of the input face and 
the projection of the faces in the data base are compared by finding out the Euclidean distance 
between them. A match is obtained by minimizing the Euclidean distance. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
                          CHAPTER 4 
Implementation 
 
4.1 PCA 
 
Matlab 2011a is used for coding. The face images are cropped and converted to grey scale 
images as grey scale images are easier for applying computational techniques in image 
processing. The database used in this project is Indian face databases by IIT KGP. 
 
 
Fig4.1. few of the images from the database 
We have conducted five sets of experiments by considering 5 , 10 , 20 , 40 and 60 each time. For 
each person we have taken a few no photos with different orientations and expressions. 
In each experiment we have used the algorithm discussed in the previous chapter and have found 
out the principal components.   Then by taking certain no of principal components at a time we 
have formed the face space.  
  
 
Fig.4.2 Shows the image of 10 person in different pose 
 
Fig4.3. mean of the above 40 faces 
 
 
  
 
 
After the face space is formed we take a unknown face from the data base, normalize it by   
subtracting the mean from it . 
Then we project it on the eigen vectors and derive its corresponding components. 
Next we evaluate the Euclidian distance from the feature vector of other faces and find the face 
to which it has minimum distance. WE classify the unknown image to belong to that class 
(provided the minimum distance is less than the defined threshold). 
 
 
 
 
  
4.2 DCT   
We have used Matlab 2011a is used for implementation. We use the same data base as the above 
case. The face images are cropped and changed grey level. Next we convert the image to DCT 
domain for feature extraction. The feature vector is dimensionally much less as compared to the 
original image but contains the required information for recognition. 
 
 The DCT of the image has the same size as the original image. But the coefficients with large 
magnitude are mainly located in the upper left corner of the DCT matrix. 
 
Low frequency coefficients are related to illumination variation and smooth regions (like 
forehead cheek etc.) of the face. High frequency coefficients represent noise and detailed 
information about the edijes in the image. The mid frequency region coefficients represent the 
general structure of the face in the image. 
Hence we can’t ignore all the low frequency components for achieving illumination invariance 
and also we can’t truncate all the high frequency components for removing noise as they are 
responsible for edges and finer details. 
 
Here we are going to consider two approaches for feature extraction: 
i. Holistic approach (we take the DCT of the whole image) 
ii. Block wise approach (we divide the image into small sub-images and take their DCT) 
  
iii. In holistic approach we take the DCT of the whole image and extract the feature vector 
from it. In block wise approach we divide the image into many sub-images and then take 
DCT of each of them. We extract the feature vector from each of them and concatenate 
then to form the final feature vector. 
4.2.1HOLISTIC APPROACH 
We take DCT of the image. Here our image size is 480 x 480. Next we convert the DCT of the 
image into a one dimensional vector by zigzag scanning. We do a zigzag scanning so that in the 
vector the components are arranged according to increasing value of frequency 
 
     Fig4.4 : Sample Image                                                                       Fig4.5: DCT of image 
 
 
 
                     Fig 4.6: Histogram equalized version of the DCT    
      
  
 
   
 
Fig4.7: show the manner in which zigzag scanning is 
done 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
From the plot of the vector we observe that the low- frequency components have high magnitude 
high frequency component have very less magnitude (i.e. much less than 1). 
 
  
 
  Fig4.8: showing all the elements of the vector  
  
   
   Fig4.9 : showing only the 1
st
 200 components 
Now we divide the whole range of frequency into three equal sections and derive the coefficient 
of feature vector from each section. 
In case of low frequency section we reject the 1
st
 three terms and consider the next 800 terms. 
We reject the 1
st
 three terms to achieve illumination invariance.  
  
 
Fig4.10: it shows the division of the whole range of frequency into three region. 
In case of mid and high frequency section we find the position where the components with high 
value generally occur. We find this by comparing the images of the DCT of the images in the 
training set. Once the position whose values are to be considered are fixed then we obtain the 
coefficient from those position and include them in the feature vector. Here in our case we are 
considering 100 coefficient from each section. 
So for each image we have obtained a feature vector of size 1000.  
Next we apply PCA on these feature vector and find the corresponding eigen vector as discussed 
in the previous section. 
We select the dimension according to our requirement and represent the feature vector in that 
space. 
When we get a unknown face we first find its corresponding feature vector . Then we project the 
feature vector to the space described above. next we find the face to which it has minimum 
Euclidian distance and classify it accordingly. 
 
  
4.2.2 BLOCK DCT APPROACH 
In this approach we divide the image into small blocks. Then we extract the feature vector from 
each block and combine them to get our required feature vector.We should choose the block size 
optimally. If it is too small then two adjacent blocks wouldn’t be uncorrelated and it would give 
rise to redundant features. And if the block size is too high then we may miss out some feature.  
Here we are considering block size of 32 x 32 pixels. So the original image is divided into 225 
sub-images. Then we take the DCT of each sub image . So each DCT of sub-image contain 1024 
coefficients. 
From this we remove the DC component and then take the next 20 elements by scanning in a 
zigzag manner. 
Fig4.11: shows how a sample image is divided into sub images 
  
DCT transform of the subimages and it histogram equalized version 
Next we normalise the image we obtain from each sub-image and combine then to get our 
feature vector. 
The feature vector obtained is still quite large, so we use PCA  on the feature vector and obtain 
the eigen vector.  
We select the dimension according to our requirement and represent the feature vector in that 
space. 
When we get a unknown face we first find its corresponding feature vector . Then we project the 
feature vector to the space described above. next we find the face to which it has minimum 
Euclidian distance and classify it accordingly. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
CHAPTER 5 
Result 
 
 
5.1 Result and Analysis 
 
 
Threshold value of the test face image to Eigen face space which is Euclidean 
distance is taken as 7.6 which classifies the face as known or unknown. 
 
Table 5.1: Comparison between different experimental Results of PCA approach 
.  
No. of Person No. of Photos 
Per Person 
Total no. of  
Test faces 
Total no. of  
Eigenface Taken 
Success Rate 
PCA Approach 
5 4 20 5 71% 
5 4 20 10 76% 
5 4 20 15 84% 
5 4 20 20 86% 
10 4 40 5 69% 
10 4 40 10 72% 
10 4 40 15 82% 
10 4 40 20 85% 
 
Table 5.2: Comparison between different experimental Results of DCT approach 
 
No. of Person No. of Photos Per 
Person 
Total no. of  Test 
faces 
Total no. of  
Eigenface Taken 
Success Rate 
DCT     BLOCK-DCT 
5 8 40 10 80%            82% 
5 8 40 15 85%            85% 
5 8 40 20 88%            90% 
10 8 80 10 76%             78% 
10 8 80 15 82%             83% 
10 8 80 20 85%             86% 
20 8 160 10 72%             74% 
20 8 160 15 75%             76% 
20 8 160 20  80%             80% 
  
 
 
 
Four different images for each mentioned condition were taken to test for five and ten different 
people. Light intensity is tried to keep low. Size variation of a test image is not altered to much 
extent. We can observe that normal expressions are recognized as face efficiently because facial 
features are not changed much in that case and in other cases where facial features are changed 
efficiency is reduced in recognition.similarly the results shows poor performances for lesser 
eigenfaces. 
 
5.2 Average Success Rate 
 
(71+ 76+ 84+ 86+ 69 + 72+82+85)/8 = 78.125% for PCA  
 
(80+85+88+76+82+85+72+75+80)/9 = 80.333% for DCT 
 
(82+85+90+78+83+86+74+76+80)/9 = 81.556% for Block-DCT 
 
 
However, this efficiency cannot be generalized as it is performed on less number 
of test of images and conditions under which tested may be changed on other time. 
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5.3 Graph of the Result 
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Conclusion 
 
 
 Conclusion 
 
In this thesis we implemented the face recognition system using Principal Component Analysis 
and DCT based approach. The system successfully recognized the human faces and worked 
better in different conditions of face orientation upto a tolerable limit.But in PCA, it suffers from 
Background (deemphasize the outside of the face, e.g., by multiplying the input image by a 2D 
Gaussian window centered on the face), Lighting conditions (performance degrades with light 
changes),Scale (performance decreases quickly with changes to the head size), Orientation 
(perfomance decreases but not as fast as with scale changes).similarly  
 
In block DCT based approach our the results are quite satisfactory.but it suffers from it’s 
problem that all images should align themselves in the centre position minimizing the skewness 
of the image to lower level. 
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